Method to eliminate the zero spectra in Fourier transform profilometry based on a cost function.
To increase the accuracy, speed, and robustness of 3D measurements in Fourier transform profilometry (FTP), this paper introduces a cost function according to the intrinsic features of the amplitude and frequency modulated (AF/M) signal and proposes two new algorithms to eliminate the background components of the fringe pattern based on the proposed cost function. Finally, the standard Fourier transform (FT) is used to calculate the phase of the pattern, which no longer contains background components. The two proposed methods are both data-driven and require no parameter adjustments in advance. Theoretical analysis and 80 experimental results show that the proposed cost function is valid. The results of more than 80 experiments with different types of fringe patterns, different carrier frequencies, and different noise variances with frequency overlap and sudden phase variation show that the proposed two methods are more accurate and robust than the 2D Gabor wavelet transform, the 2D Fan wavelet transform, and the 1D complex Morlet wavelet transform profilometry, and they are approximately 70 times faster than the 1D complex Morlet wavelet transform profilometry.